INTRODUCTION
With the extensive application of high-tech in the field of aviation, the development of remote sensing satellites achieve a breakthrough and the applications are also expanding. For example, remote sense of satellites have been widely used in agriculture, forestry, territory, irrigation, water, etc. (Tang et al. 2011 & Steve et al. 2015 & Russell et al. 2015 . The control system as a brain monitor remote sensing satellites in real time to ensure its normal operation. Due to the complex and huge remote sensing satellites control system, the system contains a large number of the basic units and information exchange between the amount of each unit is growing. So the remote sensing satellite control system needs to guarantee high reliability. The one of key issue is that how to protect the remote sensing satellite control system capable of reliable and durable operation to be solved. It requires control system with redundant capability (Zhang et al. 2007 ).
For needs of privacy and network security in the most remote sensing satellite monitoring mission, the remote sensing satellite control system access to the Internet. So we don't apply for network cloud redundancy technology. In this paper, for the security needs of remote sensing satellite and control system, we design dual-system warm standby technology.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyzes the three common dual-system standby technology. Section 3 provides the design of dual-system warm standby: principles of technology and the composition of technology. Section 4 uses the test data to prove high reliability by Markov chain theory. Conclusion is summarized in the end.
THE CONVENTIONAL DUAL-SYSTEM BACKUP TECHNOLOGY
Redundancy is a form of backup. When the system failure occurred due to some problems, for the secure communication of important information, to avoid heavy losses, the system must switch to backup components continue to work through effective means (Wang et al. 2008) . Briefly, it is to repeat some configurations of the system components. When the system failure occurred, components of redundancy configurations started to work and undertook the work of damaged components of the system. Components of redundancy configurations can reduce the duration of the fault, make the system restore normal operation as soon as possible and enhance stability of the system significantly. Conventional dual-system redundancy technologies include: dual-system cold standby technology, dual-system warm standby technology and dual-system hot standby technology.
Dual-system cold standby technology, it means that active and standby servers both work at same ABSTRACT: Standby is a technique that has been widely applied to improve system reliability and availability in the stage of system design. For satellite control system, it requires features of high reliability, security and sustainability. In this paper, we design a dual-system warm standby technology. The system consists of double control servers, one is operating control server and another one is standby control server. Dual-system warm standby log files use differential ghost method that can't only strengthen log real-time but also reduce network usage. Erasing log files after the operation is completed that can reduce reliance on storage memory. When switching to backup server, according to the dual-system warm backup log files, it can recover the current mission progress and continue to run the mission. Through experimental verification, the design has a good reliability and stability. It can be widely used in aerospace field test.
time. Active server timing data automatically synchronizes to the standby server in normal operation. When the active server failure occurs and can't continue to run, operator needs to switch to backup server manually. Backup server continue to provide the services for the system and support the system continuing operations. Dual-system cold standby technology implies that the inactive component has a zero failure rate and cannot fail while in standby state (Yun et al. 2010 ).
Dual-system warm standby technology, it generally refers to the warm standby server technology based on active / standby mode. It requires two sets of identical servers. In normal operation, the active server is running and another server is in standby mode. When the active server failure occurred and can't continue to run, standby server would detect the active server is error by warm redundancy software. Then restart standby server. According to the backup log files, the standby server continue to provide the service for the system.
Dual-system hot standby technology, its hardware structure is similar to dual-system hot standby technology. In normal operation, the two servers both are running. And they accept and handle the data at same time. Two servers exchange the data in real time, the only active server provide service for the system. When the active server failure occurred and can't continue to run, the standby server would detect the situation. Then the standby server would start without interference and provide to service for the system. Dual-system hot standby implies that the inactive component runs the same operational environment as backup for the active component. It means that the lifetime of the inactive component is same with the active component and the state of the inactive is synchronize with the active.
DUAL-SYSTEM WARM STANDBY TECHNOLOGY DESIGN
The remote sensing satellite control system needs to guarantee high reliability for server. Dual-system cold standby technology has some fault: when the active server failure occurred and can't continue to run, it has to be switched to standby server manually; the operator has to intervene and switching time is long. Although dual-system hot standby technology switching time is short, it has some fault too. For example, two server both are running, they waste many performance. The dual-system warm standby technology compared to cold and hot can compromise the reliability, timeliness and performance well (Jia et al. 2010 3. Dual-system warm standby technology has good persistence. When the active control server failure occurred, the standby server can continue to perform remote sensing satellite missions, recover the data and instructions.
4. Dual-system warm standby technology requires lower the hardware demands. It won't enhance the hardware requirements for the system.
5. Dual-system warm standby technology has simple network configuration structure. It is convenient that the operators maintain the system.
The composition of dual-system warm standby technology
Dual-system warm standby system consists of terminal device, two server (active and standby), interchanger and RAID. Two servers' operating system run on Linux redhat-server 6.5. They install dual-system warm standby software and have double network adapters. Each server connects another server and interchanger. The RAID is 100TB. Communications are applied for TCP/IP protocol. (Terminal device and server, active server and standby server, server and RAID. Figure 1 illustrates dual-system warm standby network structure. 
The principle of dual-system warm standby technology

The configuration of network and heartbeat line
There are heartbeats lines between the active server and standby server. Heartbeat line timing sends signal to detect the status between active and standby server. Detect the status of two servers whether other server is in normal operation. The way can enhance the effective of detection.
Each server has difference network port to connect interchanger and another server by heartbeat line. Every network port has different IP address.
Shared RAID NAS (Network attached Storage)
, it is a kind of distributed, independent data integration for large, centralized management of data center. It is the technology that provides service for different hosts and servers (Li et al. 2003) . NAS configures own node in LAN, so NAS server can handle data within network.
NAS system installed in RAID that can make two servers (active and standby server) have access to same files simultaneously. It achieves the purpose of sharing RAID. NAS can work without application server, reduce the burden of CPU and enhance the performance obviously.
Processing method of warm standby log files
The key is that utilize log files to restore history in dual-system warm standby system. In the system recovery process, active server fails place resulting in inconsistent data changes over then standby server restore consistent status with active server before the fault occurred (Zhou et al. 2011 ). So we specially designed log files for remote sensing satellite control mission to recover. Figure 2 illustrates process of server handles Log files and we will detailed explain the framework in the following.
When remote sensing satellite carries on the control mission, the active server sends data or instructions to the terminal device and the standby server is placed on standby. The Log plug-in of the active servers records the action information (send data or instructions) in Log files on RAID. When the action is finished, the terminal device would feedback the action completion messages for the active server. Then the active server delete the log files of the action on RAID. Figure 2 illustrates server handles Log files.
Control servers' Log files use the differential ghost method. In the processing of modifying the Log files on the server, Log files ghost based on the file system in Bytes, send or modify the new data (Liu et al. 2015 ). Log files use differential ghost method that can enhance the access efficiency. And it also reduces use of the network, CPU, memory and other hardware resources. Record the progress of remote sensing satellite control task is more accurate because Log files has fast written and read speed. Provide convenience for the intelligent recovery of dual-system warm standby technology.
There is much action information in the remote sensing satellite control mission. Delete Log files after the action completed that can reduce the Log files storage in RAID. Figure 3 illustrates process of dual-system switching and we will detailed explain the framework in the following.
Dual-system warm standby software detects the status of the active server. When the active server failure occurred and can't continue to run, software can detect it by heartbeat line. The software would automatically switch to the standby server immediately. The terminal device would detect the status of the active server by the fault of network or feedback then switch to the standby server. The standby server start to run. Dual-system warm standby software would restart the active server after the switch is completed. If restart is failed, the software would restart the active server by power off. The Res plug-in of the standby server would read the Log files in RAID. The standby server would read the progress of the remote sensing satellite mission. And the standby servers would read the data and instructions on mission in RAID then continue to send them to the terminal device. The switching of dual-system warm standby completed. 4 TESTING AND ANALYZING The design of dual-system warm standby technology completed. It has been test in a laboratory test environment. The main test method is fault injection. The ways to fault injection: 1. Hardware fault: turn off the power and disconnect network; 2. Software fault: Memory crash, process stop and software exception. 150 tests were carried out for each failure mode. Table 1 illustrates the results of fault injection. From the test data, we can know that the dualsystem warm standby technology achieved a 100% detection in hardware fault and there are only 1 experiment failed automatically switch. There are many tests can't detect the faults and recovery in software fault but it almost automatically switches after detects the faults. In total 750 tests, the standby servers automatically switches within 3 second.
According to method of Markov chain reliability evaluations of fault-tolerant systems (Liu et al. 2011 ), the method is calculating the reliability of dual-system is proposed (Guo et al. 2008 ). The reliability of the dual-system standby technology is calculated as high as 99.46%, the technology can satisfy the high reliability and real time requirements of remote sensing satellite control system. 5 CONCLUSION In this paper, we introduced the dual-system warm standby technology for the remote sensing satellite control mission. We handled the Log files by the differential ghost method that can reduce the requirements of hardware and enhance the real time of Log files. The server's Res plug-in can know the progress of the mission by Log files and continue to implement the mission. It can effective judges the fault and automatically switches that also can ensure continuous operation of the mission. Compared to other redundant technology, its network structure is simple and can reduce the development time. By testing in a laboratory test environment, we can indicate that the technology is reasonable, reliable and has good operation results for the mission. It has practical significance for ensuring remote sensing satellite control mission.
